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What is First Updates Now?

First Updates Now (FUN) is the
largest dedicated media producer
of FIRST content.
FIRST is an international robotics
competition with over 7,000 high schools
participating from 13 countries. Over 75% of
these programs are based in the US with
another 10% in Canada. Over 600,000
individuals are involved in this competition
each year as students, mentors, and
volunteers.
FUN produces media content through
YouTube, Twitch and social platforms to
celebrate this competition and its media
hungry participants.

FUN provides six paths to reach and engage our
unique audience:
Produced Segments: Content that establishes domain authority and keep
fans engaged. Example

Web Shows: As an oﬀicial Twitch partner we have an established and
engaged live audience with a dedicated oﬀline fan base. Example

Event Coverage: Broadcasting live robotics events from around the world
with the power of a Twitch partnership. Example

E-Sports Events (NEW): Members from the FIRST community compete in
scheduled e-sports events focussed on live engagement. Example

Social Media: Highly engaged and trusted social media content with over

10,000 Facebook and 9,500 Instagram followers.*
Discord: Exclusive chat room for FUN fans who want to stay involved with all
things FUN with over 3,500 members.

How does FUN Reach Consumers?

Intent driven marketing: How we succeed
How can FUN Drive Results?

Access a unique consumer base: Advertising on FUN unlocks access to
an audience that has been previously untargetable for brands and companies.

Create consumer rapport: Our fans trust us to present great brands,
products and services that are relevant to their interests creating increased
purchase or conversion intent.

Drive conversions: Focussing on targeted landing pages and incentives for
consumers to interact with your brand provides ROI.

Create consumer advocates: FUN fans are socially engaged and are
inﬂuencers in the FIRST community resulting brand promotion with others in
FIRST, the companies they work for and the communities they are part of.

Honest Consulting and Transparent Reporting: We will be realistic
and candid on achieving your KPIs and metrics, provide monthly reporting
and at a minimum meet quarterly to ensure transparency and accountability
no matter the results.

FUN Nation demographics and stats:
85% from United States, 7% Canada, 4%
Israel, 2% Mexico, 2% other.

63% Male, 37% female.
20% 13-17 years, 35% 18-24 years, 20%
25-34 years, 10% 35-44 years, 10% 45-54
years, <5% 55+ years.
FUN videos have over 4 Million views with
over 11,000 Twitch Followers and over

10,000 YouTube Subscribers with a yearly
reach of over 150,000 participants.

Meet our Audience: FUN Nation!

Ready to Unveil the Power of FUN?

Contact:
Tyler Olds - Editor-in-Chief of FUN
admin@ﬁrstupdatesnow.com
920.915.1137

